Paul Tsongas wins the 1992 New Hampshire primary, but the real surprise is Bill Clinton. His campaign was faltering, but he pulls off a second-place finish in New Hampshire.
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Bill Clinton Calls Himself the "Comeback Kid" after a Second-Place Finish in New Hampshire

GOOD MORNING, KATIE.

KATIE COURIC, CO-HOST: FORMER MASSACHUSETTS SENATOR PAUL TSONGAS WON NEW HAMPSHIRE’S DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY LAST NIGHT AS EXPECTED WITH 34 PERCENT OF THE VOTE. NBC’S LISA MYERS IS IN MANCHESTER THIS MORNING WITH MORE ON LAST NIGHT’S RESULTS.

LISA MYERS, REPORTING:

THE TOP TWO FINISHERS HAVE PLENTY TO CELEBRATE. BILL CLINTON SHOWED HE CAN TAKE A HECK OF A PUNCH, AND PAUL TSONGAS PROVED THAT FAIRY TALES CAN COME TRUE.

PAUL TSONGAS: WHEN I WAS CAST ASIDE, YOU TOOK ME IN. YOU GAVE ME SUSTENANCE AND YOU WILL LIVE IN MY HEART FOREVER.

MYERS: TSONGAS WON BECAUSE OF THE POWER OF HIS IDEAS AND BECAUSE HE WAS PERCEIVED AS A MAN OF COURAGE. HE SAYS VOTERS SENT WASHINGTON A MESSAGE.

TSONGAS: JUST TELL US THE TRUTH--JUST TELL US THE TRUTH.

MYERS: BUT THE HAPPIEST MAN LAST NIGHT SEEMED TO BE CLINTON.

BILL CLINTON: NEW HAMPSHIRE TONIGHT HAS MADE BILL CLINTON THE COMEBACK KID.

MYERS: DOWN FOR THE COUNT A FEW DAYS AGO, CLINTON FINISHED A STRONG SECOND LARGELY ON THE STRENGTH OF EXPERIENCE.

CLINTON: I WANT YOU TO KNOW THAT I KNOW IN NOVEMBER WE ARE GOING TO WIN A GREAT VICTORY AGAINST PAT BUCHANAN!

MYERS: KERREY FINISHED THE NIGHT BADLY DAMAGED, HAVING LOST EVEN THE VETERAN'S VOTE. HE'LL TRY TO SAVE HIS CANDIDACY WITH A VICTORY NEXT WEEK IN SOUTH DAKOTA.

BOB KERREY: YOU HANG ON TO THIS DREAM, BECAUSE WE'RE GOING TO FIGHT ALL THE WAY TO THE END.

MYERS: HARKIN ALSO BOMBED IN THIS STATE, HE LOST EVEN HIS OWN BASE--LIBERALS AND ORGANIZED LABOR. HE TOO...
will try to rebound in South Dakota.

TOM HARKIN: Do I look like someone who's going to tuck his tail and run? No way.

MYERS: Buoyed by a respectable showing, Brown vowed to continue his low-budget crusade. The good news was that some voters did buy his appeal to send Washington a message. The bad news is that most of them voted for Tsongas.

JERRY BROWN: This has been a victory already for the people of this country.

MYERS: The people of New Hampshire also had a message for the flirtatious governor of New York, Mario Cuomo. The message: `We're not interested.' Katie:

COURIC: Lisa Myers, thank you so much.